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VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE COUNTY OF BUCKINGI{AM

THOMAS L. GARRETT, JR.,

Plaintiff,

V.

BË'I'TER PUBLICATION S, L.L.C.,

Serve: Garrett M. Smith
Registered Agent
500 Court Square, Ste 300
Charlottesvi I le" VA 229 A2-A298

LINDSAY BARNES and
COURTENEY STUART,

Deftndants.

COMPLAINT FOR DEFAMATION

'fhornas L. Garuett, Jr., by and thr:ough his undersigned counsel, brings this Complaint

for Defamation against Better Publications, L.L.C., Lindsay Bames, and Courteney Stuart,

stating as follows:

Partíesn Jurisdiction and Venue

L Plaintiff, Thomas Garrett is an individual who is a native and resident of the County

of Buckingham, Virginia, and who works as a l{ollywood publicist, talent agent, author, editor,

actor, and radio personality.

2. Defendant Better Publications, L.L.C. is a Virginia corporation having its principal

place of business in Charlottesville, Virginia. Defendant Better Publications is engaged in the

business of publishing a weekly newspaper called The Hooh which is made available in
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Charlottesville and the surounding areas, including Buckingham County. Defendant Better

Publications also publishes a related website, www.readflrphook.com, accessible in

Buckingham County, among other locaiities.

3. Upon information and belief, Defendant Lindsay Barnes is an individual residing in

Charlottesville, Virginia, who has written articles for The Hook.

4. Upon information and belief, Defendant Coufieney Stuart is an individual residing

in Clrarlottesville, Virginia, who has written articles for The Hook.

5. All subsequent references herein to The Hook are allegations against Defendant

Better Publications, L.L.C. in its role as owner and publisher af The Hook and its related

website U .rgadlhËhggkÆoni, as well as against Bames and/or Stuart as the individual

authors of the articles and defbmatory content referenced.

6. This Court has jurisdiction over this dispute pursuant to Va. Code Ann. $ I 7. I -5 I 3.

7. Venue is proper in this Court pursuant to Va. Code Ann. $ 8.01-262(3) and (a).

Factual Background

8. tn 2006 and2007, Plaintiff Ganett was enjoying a bourgeoning career as a publicist,

talent agent, author, editor, actor, and radio personality. Ganett had fi.nished hosting and

producing a movie retrospective show for 'WCAV CBS 19 in Charlottesviile called Somewhere

in Time, and was hosting and producing a radio segment entitled o'Monday Afternoon From

Hollywood," on a top-rated radio program in Australia. Garrett's business as an agent likewise

was taking ofl and he was in high demand throughout the entertainment world.

9. In February 2A07, Garrett made his national television debut in an episode of the

HGTV television program Líving With Ed, staming Ed Begley,.Ir. and his wife. 'lhis
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appearance occasioned press repofis fävorable to Garrett, including a prominently featured in-

depth article about Garrett in the February 15,20A7 edition of Charlottesville's premier

newspaper, The Daily Progress. (Exhibit 1.)

10. Immediately afler the appearance of the Daily Progress article, The Hook, which

previously had taken virtually no interest in Garrett (apart from a brief mention in a December

2005 cultr.rral calendar about Garrett's collection of winter clothing and boots for children in

Afghanistan), published an article by Lisa Provence entitled "Publicist charged: l5 forgery

counts continued," in its February 22,2007 print edition (Exhibit 2) and on line at

h[tp://wVw.readthehpnhcom/Storiesi2007/02l22lÌriEWS-earr.çtt-B.rtf.aspx. (Exhibit 3.)

1 1. The criminal charges referenced had been frled not by a Sheriff's office or a

Commonwealth's Attorney but, rather, by a psychologically troubled individual whom Garrett

was trying to help. The case involved no evidence of f'orgery, and all f'orgery counts later were

dismissed. Ganett ultimately pleaded guilty to a single minor count akin to trespassing, which

arose from Ganett's attempt to meet with the complainant to discuss the baseless forgery

charges.

12. The Hook's article purporled to report upon the criminal charges filed against

Garrett. Flowever, the principal purpose of the article seemingly was to provide a decidedly

negative counterpoint to the positive coverage given to Garrett by The Daily Progress inits

article the previous week, and to denigrate Garrett's career and impugn his credibility as a

celebrity commentator and agent. To this end, much of the article did not deal with the charges

against Garrett at all, but instead sought merely to portray Garrett as a charlatan, a bully and a

troublemaker.
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13. For example, the article in T'he Hook was accompanied by a photograph of the

article inThe Daily Progress,with the caption "Publicist Tommy Garrett's picture in the Daily

Progress includes a photo of Russell Crowe, who is not a client." (Exhibits 2 and 3.) This

gratuitous slap at Garrett's credibility was completely unfounded, as Garrett never claimed

Russell Crowe as a client. Garrett does know the actor, and the photograph in question was

autographed by Crowe and personally addressed to Garrett. The photo was just one of several

selected by the photographers of The Daily Progress in cornposing a collage for the cover

photograph of their article. Although the nature of the Russell Crowe photo was perceptible

fi'om the large color photograph of Garrett in The Daily Prog"ess itsellì it was not evident from

the tiny photograph of The Daily Pragress re-printed inThe Hook. The photo caption inThe

Hookthus purposely sought to mislead readers into thinking that Garrett himself falsely had

claimed llussell Crowe as a client.

14. The article also included the following demeaning racial comment:

After the Hook spoke with Ganett and his lawyer - who advised Garrett not to
comment - this reporter received an anonymous voice message from a woman
claiming to be 85 years old and making allegations about the mental health of
Garrett's accuser in the current forgery case. 'Ihe caller lambasted those who
wanted to'oruin that poor little colored boy."

(Exhibits 2 and3.)

15. It strains reason to believe such an anonymous call was made inasmuch as it

purportedly was made on the caller's initiative while Provence merely was preparing the

February 22,20A7 article for publication - a fact that would not have been known outside '1lzø

Itook. More likely, and consistent with the tenor and intent of the article, Provence merely took

the opportunity to attribute a derogatory racial epithet - calling Garrett a o'poor little colored
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boy" - to a mythical caller only for the purpose of furthering the mean spirited attack on

Garrett's character.

16. These are just two examples (out of many) of the misleading statements thatT'he

Hookmade in its Februaty 22,2007, article solely in an attempt to impugn and damage Garrett

in his name, reputation and profession.

17. The February 22,20A7,article resulted in substantial negative public reaction to

Garrett, as typified by the comments to the article on the website af The Hook. (Sae Exhibit 3.)

The volume and vigor of the debate over Garrett's integrity and persona contained within these

comments put Defendants on notice that any subsequent defamatory statements about Garrett

also would gain widespread attention and have a serious effect upon his reputation.

18. Continuing its attack on Garrett's integrity, name and reputation,The Hook

pubtished an article on February 1, 2008, by Lindsay Barnes entitled "Forgery trial continued

for publicist to the stars" on line at http://www.readthehook.comiblog/index.pþ/2a08l02l0ll

forgery-trial-continued-for-publicist-to-the-stars/ (Exhibit 4), followed by similar and related

articles by Lindsay Barnes entitled'oTommybrook: Publicist to the stars ready for trial" in the

February 7,20t8 print edition of The Hook (Exhibit 5) and on line at

(Exhibit 6.)

19. Althoqgh using the not-so-newswofthy event of a continuance of Garrett's court

proceedings as an excuse for the articles, in each, Barnes lampoons Garrett and his attomey

over one matter or another. Included within the fodder is amagazine cover and feature article

in which Garrett appeared, but which T'he Hoctk,for some reason, sought to denigrate as a

contrived story by Garrett, saying '0. . . he released another statement heralding a cover story
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about him in Senior Magazine (a publication of which the Hook can find no evidence)."

(Exhibits 4, 5 and 6.)

20. Although the articles state that The Hook could "find no evidence" to support the

existence of the publication Senior Magazine, it became clear fiom a subsequent article that

Detbndants had ample evidence of the existence of the magazine in question, and falsely stated

this in order merely to impugn and disgrace Garrett furlher.

21. Not willing to stop there, Ilarnes took the opportunity to resurrect and republish in

full the Febnrary 22,2007 quote calling Garrett aoopoor little colored boy," as if the full and

complete cienigration and emasculation of Gartett was the real point of the piece, yet again.

Z2.Inan article by Courteney Stuart published in the April24,2008 print edition of The

Hoakentitled "senior moment: Garrett mystery solved?" (Exhibit 7) and on line at

http://www.rpadrhehçok.carnisto,ti*s/2008/04/24lnews-seniormagazine.Aspx, entitled "Senior

Magazine: Garrctt mystery solved?" (Exhibit 8), Defendants again implied that Garrett had lied

abont being featqred on the cover of Senior Arizona magazine. Specifically, the article stated:

Four days after publicist to the stars and chiclçen farmer Tommy Lightfoot
Garrett pled guiity to a reduced charge in Bucltingham County Courthouse,
some questions aùout his accomplishments remain. For instance, did he

actualþ grace the cover of Senior Magazine, the Arizona edition, as at least

one website claims?

If his books are easily discovered online, Senior Magazine, the Arizona
editionhas been far more elusive. Perhaps that's best. The publisher and
editor of Senior Magazine-the North Central Californìa Edition says there is
no official Arizona *dition, and he's not happy that someone could be using
the narre.

(Exhibits 7 and8.) The clear import and implication from both the article title, "Senior

moment" (Exhibit 7) andthe text challenging the existence of the magazrne was to suggest
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Garrett had concocted the entire magazine and his appearance therein - an implicatianThe

Hook knew to be false.

23. Accompanying the same article was a fake image of the cover of "Senior

Magazine," which includes an image of Garrett. Furthermore, the website version of the article

contained a link to a version of the image (Exhibit 9) that was large enough to permit readers

easily to discern the obviously fäke nature of the image. The fake nature of the image was

clear fi'om elements such as the amateurish typography and layout, the garish color scheme, the

compression artifbcts in the title, coupled with the absence of such artifacts in the photograph

of Garrett, thus making it obvious that the title was clumsily overlaid upon Garrett's

photograph, and the lack of any date on the fake magazine cover.

24.Inaddition, the list of articles on the fake magazine cover included several banal

and clichéd titles, such as "Books we really Love," "Movies You Should See" and

..Volunteering Helps You!" which made it even more obvious that the cover was a fake'

25. The l-Iookpublished the hke magazine cover without any caption, attribufion or

plroto credit, and without any indication that it was a parody or satire. To the canttary, T'he

Hookpassed offthe fake version as the actual cover of the real version oÍ Senior Magazine,

with the specific intent to degrade Ganett by his inclusion thereon and further Defendants'

insinuation that the magazine- and Garrett himself - both were fiauds'

26.By publishing this obviously fake magazine cover without attribution and without

tabeling it as a parody, The Hooksought to damage Garrett's reputation by misleading readers

into believing that Ganett himsetf had created the fake magazine cover and/or that Ganett

himself was as much a fiaud as the obviously false cover appeared to be. Knowing Gaffett's
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profbssion depended upon his reputation and credibility, The Hook could fbresee the natural

consequences of such an attack on Gamett's livelihood.

27. Indeed, it was apparent from the comments anThe Hook's website version of the

article that several readers in fact had been misled into thinking that Gamett had himself created

the fäke magazìne cover. (See Exhibit B.)

28. The fake magazine cover also bears a close superficial resemblance to the actual

cover of Senior Arîzona magazine upon which Ganett, in fact, did appear in August 2005

(Exhibit 10.) In particular, the fake cover uses the same photograph of Garett as the actual

Senior Arizona magazine, which Defendants did not have any right or pennission to use, and

copies much of the layout of the actual Senior Arizona magazine, and even some of the article

titles appearing on the cover are the same. {Compare Exhibit 9 vtith Exhibit 10.)

29.The close resemblance between the actual Senior Arizona magazine and the

obviously fake magazine cover published by Defendants makes clear that despite Defendants'

pro'fessed inability to uncover any evidence of the existence of the magazine, Defendants, in

tbct, were fully aware of the existence of the actual Senior Arizona magazine even while

Defendants simultaneously were printing articles that strongly implied Garuett had liecl about

the rnagazine's existence. Defendants could not have contrived such a close mock-up of the

original in their April 24, 2008 article without having seen the original magazine cover'

30. Garrett's livelihood as a Hollywood insider, publicist, author and commentator upon

celebrity affairs depends upon his credibility. Accordingly, by suggesting that Garrett lied

about his appearance on the cover of Senior Arizana magazine, and by creating a falce

magazine cover in connection with this alleged lie for the purpose either of embellishing the lie

that the magazine did not exist, or implying that Garett had created the fake cover himself,
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Defendants have injured Gan'ett in his name, reputation, profession and trade, both directly and

by implication. The statements in these articles theref'ore constitute defbmation per se.

31. At the same time, The Hook also published an article by Courteney Stuart entitled

"Garrett's plea: Publicist guilty of reduced charge," in its April 24,2008,print edition (Exhibit

1l) and on line at http:llwww"readthehock.cotnrlFtories/200&i04l24llews:gfl{Tettsentence-

c.aspx. (Exhibit 12). The ¿rticle unequivocally attested to the evidence of Garret's guilt of

forgery, notwithstanding the fact that no such evidence existed and the charges were dismissed

fbr that very reason.

32. Specifically, the article falsely stated:

The plea deal, announced in coufi on Friday, kept court-watchers fiom
hearing what promised to be riveting testirnony detailing the allegations
behind the charges-- that over the course of at least 18 months in 2004 and
2005, Garrett forged checks he'd stolen from Kimbell, whom he'd befriended
several months before Kimbell's grandmother clied in Novembçr 2A02.

(Exhibits 11 and 12.) These words, the contcxt in which they were written, and the reasonable

inferences flowing therefrom, falsely attested to Garrett's guilt of the very crimes for which no

evidence existed and improperly stated, both directly and by implication, that evidence existed

to support the claim that Garrett had engaged in criminal activity and in the commission of a

crime involving moral turpitude. This simply was untrue. These false words therefore are

defamatory per se.

33. The article also lälsely stated that Garrett had forged balance transfbr checks sent to

Garrett's accuser (the psychologically troubled individual whom Ganett was attempting to

help) by credit card companies, even though no evidence ofany such forged check ever

existed. Specifically, the article stated:

"I'm a trusting person," says Kirnbell, explaining he had no reason to doubt
Garrett's celebrity connections or his honesty. V/ithin months he had granted
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Garrett "carte blanche" access to the New Canton home he shared with hisdying grandmother. He had also, he later fü; out, given him carte blancheaccess to the balance transfer checks sent to him by credit card companies.
(Exhibits I I and l2') The second and third sentences just identifìed, the m¿uìner in which they
are written (without attribution' as if they were factual) and the reasonable inferences fìowing
therefrom' falsely portrayed - both directly and by implication - Gartett,s actions as criminal,
including the commission of a crime involvi'g moral turpitude. This simply was untrue.
Tlrese false words therelbre are defamat ory per se.

34' Defendants published the February 1, 2008, February 7 ,200gand April 24,20ag
articles referrecl to above to third parties, both in The Hook'sprinted editio's a'd on the related
web site and, indeed, continue to publish them to third par.ties on such web site.

35' The February 1,2008, February 7,2008and April 24,2[[garticles refe*ed to
abr¡ve directly reference Gamett by name and inelude Garrett's photos and image, and would be
recognized by any third party seeing or hearing them as referring to Gapett in a delàmatory
sense, both directly and by implication.

36. Defbndants pubrished the February r,za}g,Febnrary 7,zlagand Apr¡ 24,2a0g
articles referred to above either with knowledge of the falsity of the words and implications
conveyed thereby, or with reckless and wholesale disregard for both the truth or falsity of the
statements and words identified above and for the truth or falsity of the inferences that readers

reasonably could be expected to draw there&om. In fact, upon information and belie{
Defendants acted with the specific intent that readers draw these false inferences, thereby
continuing apatternof such maricious and purposefirl conduct that began withThe Hook,s
February 22,20a7 negative article about Ganett which received such attention.
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37 .Inpublishing the fälse statements identified in the February l, 2008, February 7,

2008 and Aprr|24,2008 articles referted to above, Defbndants were motivated by personal

spite, ill-will and malice. and Defendants published such statements in a knowing, deliberate

and purposeful attempt to harm Garrett in his person? name, reputation and profession.

38. In fact, on more than one occasion, Garrett and/or his agent(s) informed Def-endants

or tlreir representatives prior to publication that the information was incorrect, yet Defendants

nevertheless published and republished the tàlse and def'amatory statements.

39. The defamatory statements in the February l, 2008, February 7,2008 and April 24,

2008 articles make Garrett appear odious or infamous, and proximately have caused substantial

losses to Garrett's finances and prestige, causing hirn direct pecuniary loss, emotional upset,

embarrassment and humiliation, the loss of reputation in the community ancl lost standing

among his fans, business associates and professional peers, and lost business opportunities.

40. In particular and without limitation, Dcfendants' def-amation has, among other

things, caused Garrett to lose his position with the top radio program in Australia (where he had

over seven million listeners); prevented Gar:rett from renting an apartment in Los Angeles

Ctounty; jeopardized Garrett's standing and position as an editor ancl writer for the Canyon

News;and ilrpugned and damaged Garuett's r:elationship with a local Christian Academy in

Buckirrgham County where Gatrett had been a regular speaking guest for the children and

whose staff previously had invited Garrett into their home, but who ceased to do so after

reading The lIook.

41. In short, Defendants' defamation has succeeded in its purpose and intent-third

parties lrearing and reading The Hook's false statements of fbct about Garrett materially have
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changed their opinion of Garrett and altered their course of dealing with him, causing him

personal loss, financial loss and other damage"

Count I
Defamation

(Against All Defendants)

41.'Theprevious paragraphs of this Complaint are incorporated herein by refbrence'

43. AnFebruary 1, 2008, Defendants Better Publications and Lindsay Bames published

an article about Garrett entitled "Forgery trial continued fbr publicist to the stars, and on

February 7,200B,they published a similar arlicle entitled "Tonrmybrook: Publicist to the stars

ready Ítrr trial." (Exhibits 4 and 5.)

44. Included within these articles was the following statement:

he [Garrett] released another statement heralding a cover story ahout him in
Senior Magazine (a publication of whichthe Hookcan find no evidence);

45. On Apú124,2008, Defendants Better Publications and Courteney Stuart published

an article about Garrett entitled "senior moment: Gartett mystery solved?" and o'Senior

Magazine: Garrett mystery solved?" (Exhibits 7 and 8')

46. Included within this article were the following statements:

Four days after publicist to the stats and chicken farmer Tommy Lightfoot
Garrett pteO guiity to a reduced charge in Buekingham County Courthouse,

some qüestio-ns aúout his accomplishments remain" For insta¡ee, did he

actualþ grace the cover of Senior Magazine, the Arizonq edition, as at least

one website claims?

If his books are easily discovered online, Senior Magazine, the Arizona
eclitionhas been far more elusive. Perhaps that's best. The publisher and

editor of Senior Magazine-the North Central California Edition says there is

no official Arizona õditiott, and he's not happy that someone could be using

the name.
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47.The article also contained a fake irnage of a cover of "Senior Magazine," by which

Defèndants Better Publications and Stuart sought to mislead readers into believing that Garrett

himself had created the fake magazine Çover and/or that Garrett himself was as much a fraud as

the obviously false cover appeared to be.

48. The statements in the articles referred to above, and the collective implication -
either direct or suggested - that Garrett concocted the Senior Magazine and his appearance

therein - are false statements of material fäct concerning Gartetl, and they were false and

untrue when written and published. As such, they are actionable as clefamation. To the extent

that these statements and implications are directed and intended to cause, and have caused,

specific injury to Garrett not just in his name and reputation, but in his occupation, profession

and trade, they constitute defarnation per se.

49. Atthe time of the publication of these statements and of the collective implication

that Garrett created the fake magazine and continuing thereafler, Defendarts knew that the

statements were false or published such statements with knowing and reckless disregard for the

truth or falsity thereof.

50. Defendants published such lblse statements of f'act with malice - i.e., actual

malice as defined inNew YorkTimes Co. t¡. Sullivan,376 U.S. 254 (1964) -and ill-will, and

with the purposeful intent to impugn, degrade, injure and damage Gan'ett in his person, natne,

reputation, trade and profession.

51. Def'endants published such false statements of fhct with the intention that third

parties would receive such infbrmation, believe such infbrmation and materially change their

opinion of Gamett and change their conduct and relationships with Garrett as a result.
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52. In làct, third parties receiving the false statements of fäct published by Defendants

have believed such statements, changed their opinion of Gartett as a result and changed their

conduct and relationships with Garrett as a result.

53. The defamation committed by Defendants proximately has caused Gauett personal

and financial loss, injury and clamage, including damage and injury to Gamett's name and

reputation and damage and injury to Garrett's occupation, trade and profession.

\¡/HEREFORE, Plaintiff moves this honorable Court for judgment against Defbndants

for compensator,v damages in an amount to be determined at trial, but in no event less than

$5,000,000, together with punitive damages in the amount of fù350,000, or as allowed by law'

plaintiff also seeks such interest ancl oosts as the Court deems appropriate and as are allowed by

law, including prejudgment interest pufsuant to Virginia Code $ 8.01-382, nrnning fi'om the

date of publication of each respective article'

Count II
Defamation

(Against Defendants Better Publications, L.L.C. and Courteney Stuart)

54. The previous paragraphs of this Complaint are incorporated herein by reference.

55. On Apri124,2008, Defendants Better Publications and Stuart published an article

about Garrett eltitled'oGaüett's plea: Publicist guilty of reduced charge"'(Exhibits l l and 12')

56. Included within the article were the following statements:

The plea deal, announced in court on Friday, kept court-watchers fiom
hearing what promised to be riveting testimony detailing the allegations
behind the charges- that over the course of at least 18 months in 2004 and
2005,Galrett forged checks he'd stolen from Kimbell, whom he'd befriended
several months before Kimbell's grandmother died in Novembet 2002'
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o'I'm a trusting person," says Kimbell, explaining he had no reason to doubt
Garrett's celebrity connections or his honesty. Within months he had granted
Garrett oocarte blanche" access to the New Canton home he shared with his
dying grandmother. He had also, he later found out, given him carte blanche
access to the balance transfer checks sent to him by credit card companies.

57. These statements ene false statements of rnaterial fact concerning Garrett; they were

false and untrue when written and published; and, as such, they are actionable as defamation.

To the extent that these statements aliege the commission of a crime or are directed and

intended to cause, and have caused specific injury to Garrett not just in his name and

reputation, but in his occupation, profession and trade, they constitute defbrnationper se-

58. At the time of the publication of these statetnents, and continuing thereafter,

Def-endants Better Publications and Stuart knew that the statements were fàlse or published

such statements with knowing and reckless disregard f'or the truth or falsity flrereof.

59. Defendants Better Publications and Stuart published such false statements of fbct

withmalice- i.e.,actualmaliceasdefinedinNela¡ YttrkT'imesCo.v'Sullivan,376U.S.254

(1964) - and ill-will, and with the purposeful intent to impugn, degracle, injure and damage

Garrett in his person, name, reputation, trade and profession'

60. Delèndants Better Publications and Stuart published such false statements of fbct

with the intention that third parties would receive such information, believe such information

and materially change their opinion of Garrett and change their conduct and relationships with

Girn'ett as a result.

61. In f-act, third parties receiving the false statements of fact published by Defendants

Better publications and Stuart have believed such statements, changed their opinion of Garrett

as a result and changed their conduct and relationships with Garrett as a result.
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62.Thedef-amationconrmittedbyDefendantsBetterPublicationsandStuart

proximately has caused Garrett personal and financial loss, injury and damage including

damage and injury to Garrett's name and reputation, and damage and injury to Garrett's

occupation, trade and Profession'

V/HEREFORE, Plaintifîmoves this honorable Court for judgment against Defendants

f-or compensatory damages in an arnount to be determined at trial, but in no event less than

$5,000,000, together with punitive damages in an amount of $350,000, of as allowed by law'

plaintiff also seeks such interest and costs as the court deems appropriate and as are allowed by

law, including prejudgment interest pursuant to Virginia Code $ 8'01-382' running trom the

date of pubiication of each respective article'

PLAINTIFFHEREBYDEMANDSAJURYTRIALoNALLISSUES.

RespectfullY submitted,

THOMAS L. GARRETT, JR'

James It. Creekmore (VSB No' 36246)
Keith Finch (VSB No. 37599)
THE CREEKMORE LAW FIRM PC
52 Pondview Coutt
Daleville, Virginia 24083
(540) 966-25Û4 (Phone)
(540) 966-2504 (fax)

Counsel for Plaintiff, Thomas L' Garrett' Jr'
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true, accurate and coffect to the-l
\ Ll)

Done ttris ) I day ql
,

VERI}-ICATION

l, Thomas L. Garrett, Jr., Plaintifïon the foregoing complaint tbr Defamation' have

read the allegations of fact contained therein and hereby attest, under penalty of perjury' that I

am personally familiar with the facts set forth therein, and that alt such allegations of fact are

of my knowledge, informatiorl-1nd bgliçl-- -,-
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